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Class 2’s persuasive writing – STOP smoking. 
Class 2 have been extremely busy learning how to write persuasively.  Please see some of their work 
below.  
 
School Behaviour Policy Reminder 
We are extremely proud of children’s superb behaviour and attitude in our school.  We thank 
parents’ willingness to communicate with us when they have concerns.  Here is a reminder of what 
staff in school do to achieve such high standards of behaviour. 
    
We regularly reward wanted behaviour 
Governors and Staff believe that good behaviour should be recognised through awards of privileges 
and rewards. Such rewards and privileges include:  
* verbal praise  
* gold coins (for Castle Teams) and green jewels from lunchtime supervisors.  
* stickers  
* a range of certificates linked to our ‘School Promise’  
* positive letters home/texts home 
* special responsibilities  
* lunchtime awards from supervisors (names are written in traffic light books which are read during 

Celebration Assembly) 

Teachers intuitively create class behaviour reward systems as a result of individual and group 

dynamics in their classes. 

We consistently stop unwanted behaviour when it occurs.  

Occasionally, children may forget our ‘School Promise’ and be inconsiderate towards others. 

Everyone at Edmondsley Primary School has agreed to try to prevent this from happening by:  

* reminding pupils of Our ‘School Promise’  
* reciting our School Promise at either the beginning and/or end of assemblies.  
* noticing good behaviour as it occurs ie. giving recognition to those children who obey Our School 
Promise.  
 
Sometimes this may not be enough and, depending upon the situation, it may be necessary to deal 

with misbehaviour by giving effective reminders of appropriate behaviour and warning of the 

consequences of choosing inappropriate behaviour. 

 



The consequences are as follows:  
First time a child breaks a promise: Warning (Their name will be placed onto the Yellow spot on the 
class traffic lights). 

Second time: Separating the pupil within the class (Their name will be placed onto the Orange spot 
on the class traffic lights).  

Third time: Involvement of the Head teacher (Their name will be placed onto the Red spot on the 
traffic light).  

Mrs Rees will contact parents/carers to discuss ways of helping the child to learn more appropriate 
social behaviour in school. 

 

Professional Development Day for staff: Reminder 

School will be closed on Friday 27th May due to a Professional Development Day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


